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Students in New UMaine Program Get Early Lesson in Learning
Results
ORONO, Maine -- Maine's new educational standards quickly became a mission for the
32 students who began a University of Maine graduate program in teaching the same day
the legislation became law. Gov. Angus S. King, Jr. signed the Learning Results bill June
9, the first day of orientation for students entering the new Master of Arts in Education
(MAT) program. The coincidence presented the perfect opportunity to make a lasting
.
.
1mpress1on.
The statewide educational reform standards are premised on six guiding principles that
describe characteristics a student should possess and demonstrate upon graduation from
high school. Learning those principles was the final requirement of a MAT orientation
scavenger hunt designed to promote teamwork and get the students familiar with the
campus and its resources. The students also had to demonstrate that they understood the
concept of the principles by including them in their presentations of what they had
learned and collected during their campuswide search. In response, the students
creatively incorporated the Learning Results, along with other useful information, into
poster displays, songs and community-building activities.
"These students are new to education. "What better way to introduce them to educational
issues and expectations than to dive right into the new standards which will shape their
professional development and careers as teachers," says Maxine Harrow, director of
educational field experiences and certification at UMaine's College of Education.
The students agree that the exercise worked. Regardless of the nature of their
experiences during the 13-month program, they will contemplate the connection with
those guiding principles and with becoming teachers who can model what it means to be:
a clear and effective communicator; a self-directed and lifelong learner; a creative and
practical problem solver; a responsible and involved citizen; a collaborative and quality
worker; and an integrative and informed thinker.
They will have plenty opportunities to learn more about Maine's new standards. In
addition to attending classes on educational theory and methods, the students will join
teachers participating in a number of summer institutes sponsored by the College of
Education. This fall and next spring, they will work and practice their new skills in area
schools alongside experienced classroom teachers.
The MAT students hold liberal arts degrees in a variety of academic areas and come from
Maine, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Delaware, Connecticut, New York, Maryland,
Georgia, New Hampshire, Florida and West Virginia.
https://web.archive.org/web/20020702050725/http://www.ume.maine.edu/-cofed/news/newmat.html
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